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A Newsletter to highlight all the brilliant wellbeing resources that are being shared with our
students this week. The Wellbeing Newsletter is also a platform to illustrate our four
pronged offer in school; #AHSCare, #SelfHelp, #SelfCare and #Support.
Oh what a half term! Our first cohort of
Wellbeing Ambassadors have graduated
last week and with their beaming
expressions, held their certificates, whilst
posing for our Wellbeing Twitter
(@AHS_Wellbeing). Their hard work does
not stop there, however! They have
already started planning ways in which we
can raise awareness of mental health
around school and to improve the general
wellbeing of our community.
In other news, we have some very
exciting plans for this year, that we would
like to share with you. AHS is seeking to
gain the Wellbeing Award with Award
Place, that focuses on changing the longterm culture of the whole school. This
award is very stringent and will ensure
that that mental health and wellbeing sit at
the heart of our school community, with
current framework reviewed. We will also
be asking parents to complete a survey
next half term to help us on our journey.

Positively YOU
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#SELF CARE

Social

APP OF THE WEEK

Going out to the cinema. Have you seen
the latest James Bond film yet?!

Meditopia. Meditopia’s library offers over
1000+ guided meditations on topics
including stress, anxiety, acceptance,
happiness, motivation, focus and breath.

If you are able to go, the cinema can provide
a great distraction or escape from daily
stresses and worries. Often there are
concessions for students or young people,
or certain days of the week when tickets will
be cheaper. It’s also a chance to spend time
with a friend or loved one in a way that’s
less intense than talking.

#SELF HELP

RESOURCE OF THE WEEK
Dr Alex George: How to adjust your
lifestyle to support your mental health.
Dr Alex George opens up about his
struggles with Mental Health and ways in
which he used self-help to overcome
these.
https://metro.co.uk/2021/10/10/dr-alex-georgehow-lifestyle-changes-can-support-your-mentalhealth-15378742/

ACTION FOR HAPPINESS
This month is ‘Optimistic’ October which focuses on staying hopeful, even in the most
challenging of times. Life is better when we find things to look forward to, so join us in
finding optimism - even the smallest of things.
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PARENT RESOURCE OF THE WEEK

Do the kids borrow your iPhone or iPad? Apple’s 'Guided Access' function helps stop
them stumbling across any Online Safety risks! Download this week's National Online
Safety guide for step-by-step instructions on setting up and using this useful feature.
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#SUPPORT
Talking about your thoughts and feelings can help you deal with times when you feel
troubled about something. If you turn a worry over and over in your mind, the worry can
grow. But talking about it can help you work out what is really bothering you and explore
what you could do about it. So who can our students talk to?
Family and friends
Form Tutor/HoY/Teacher
Other services in school....
Wellbeing Worker - we can organise a meeting with the Wellbeing Worker if their
needs cannot be met by the staff in school.
Health Professional - where appropriate we will refer to the school health
professionals. They will advise us and you about the next best steps.
CAMHS - CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) are specialists in
supporting students who have a Mental Health illness.
Chaplaincy Team - please either phone or email school and ask to speak a member
of the Chaplaincy Team who will phone you back and offer support to you.

...and out of school...
Doctors - if you recognise symptoms of any common mental health problem and are
worried, or if you feel that something isn't right but you can't put your finger on why,
we recommend that you speak to your GP.
Shout 85258 - just text for help at anytime
Crisis line - phone 0800 051 6171 to talk to the mental health crisis team.
Childline - phone 0800 1111 anytime

